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Introduction

• The Future Orchards program has highlighted a number of key areas essential for 
achieving orchard excellence and future sustainability.

• This presentation covers a condensed overview of the last 4 years:

• Quality

• Climate

• Trees

• Labour

• Technology



Fruit quality is a 
mindset, a culture, an 
act of continual 
improvement

✓Quality does not mean the 
same think to every 
customer.

Quality



Being closer to Consumers

SEAMLESS INFORMATION 
TRANSFER THROUGHOUT 

THE SUPPLY CHAIN.

SPENDING TIME LISTENING 
AND LEARNING

ADJUST ORCHARDS TO 
SUIT THE MARKET WANTS

FOCUS ON CONTINUOUS 
IMPROVEMENT



Quality takes many forms



• Quality systems
• Harvest and post harvest 

management
• Varieties and brand 

management
• Market access
• A successful supply chain
• Need to add value to the 

grower.

Variety and Company Standards



The customer is 
King (or Queen)

Orchard decisions must also 
consider the impacts on 
customer wants.
Knowledge of the customer 
and the market quality 
requirements is key.



Managing Climate

Long term sustainable management plans based around :-

• Understanding of the orchard location and the risks
• Farming how and where it is suitable to do so
• Making decisions targeting production and quality, alongside 

the best fit within the natural environment.



Climate Summary

The risk (or reward) from climate can have significant impact on orchard businesses.

Each specific orchard situation needs to be understood

Use measurement models to assess the seasonal risk

Plan short and long term to minimise negative effects

Develop climate management systems that have the best fit for the blocks. 



Variety choice and 
orchard systems

• Continuous improvement focus

• Variety choice and systems constantly change 
through time.

• Understanding the risk and reward of change.

• Seizing opportunities and minimising mistakes



New variety - Decision matrix



The “best new variety” is a personal business decision

• It suits my markets

• It suits my harvest timing

• It makes sense financially

• It fits my risk profile

• It suits my orchard location

• It comes with a team of growers / 
marketers I am happy to work with.



Canopy Design Excellence

• Different options need to have strengths and weaknesses understood:-

• Impact on fruit quality.

• Requirements such as netting, frost, snow risk.

• Total yield potential.

• Development cost and ongoing effort. 

• Structural integrity, reliability.

• Real world experience.

• Labour efficiency.

• Future focus – Mechanisation.

• Overall site suitability.

• Personal preference – there can be more than one “right system”





Modern 
systems

• Simple

• Narrow

• Accessible

• Productive / profitable

• Light capture - Efficient and effective

• Optimum yield and vigour

• Variability minimised

• Elimination of limiting factors

• Management

•Select the growing system that has 
best fit for your specific sites and 
overall business.



Existing Orchards  - Continuous improvement

MONITOR 
PERFORMANCE IN 

ALL BLOCKS

EACH BLOCK IS 
WORKING TO ITS 
BEST POTENTIAL

KEEP UPGRADING 
THE ORCHARD AT THE 
RIGHT SPEED 5 – 15% 

/ YR

KEEP YOUR EYES AND 
EARS OPEN FOR 

IMPROVEMENTS. 
CONSUMERS, CLIMATE, 

SYSTEMS, LABOUR, 
TECHNOLOGY



This is not 
the future



Future 
Orchard 
Canopies

• Varieties and canopies, meeting current and future needs of :-
• Climate mitigation and management

• Quality and customer demands

• Production and profitability expectations (including costs)

• Task efficiency (labour, mechanisation)



Water Holding 
Capacity – Neutron 
Probe
Labour and task management

• Continuous improvement focus on Labour tasks

• Seasonal labour tasks are the largest costs

• Planning, systemization, monitoring, and management.

• Short and long term solutions for maximum results. 

• Understand the big picture impact



Short Term Labour 
Solutions
• Create data / information based solutions

• Measure and monitor performance

• What is your metric? – Buds or branches per 
tree - $ / tree, trees / hr, Hrs / ha

• Tasks done well early (such as pruning) often make 
it easier or cheaper later on.

• Minimise worker decisions (KISS)

• How many branches? How much detail?

• Use additional tools where needed

• Dormancy breakers, vigour control, reflective 
mulch

• Lots of small gains add up



Longer term labour solutions

• Orchard systems

• Genetics / varieties

• Robotics – sensor assessment

• Excellent canopies reducing waste.



Improving Labour 
Productivity

• What changes worker potential

• Travel distance, fatigue, ease of task, motivation, 
clear instruction, conditions, team environment, 
feedback (positive or negative)

• How do we increase the labour output rate and achieve 
the desired work quality?

• Change the worker?

• Change the working conditions?



Change the workers
• Clear and simple task 

instructions

• Efficiency and effectiveness 
training.
• Minimum movements
• Reading trees – Pruning, 

thinning, harvest
• Correct equipment use.
• Workers motivated to 

work hard and do the job 
correctly

• Work being checked and 
workers given feedback



Change the work

• Minimal movement

• Motivational environment

• Ease of task – simplified 
systems.

• Improve multiple labour tasks 
with equipment or systems

• Specific orchard business 
solutions.



People – How do you find and keep them?

What will 
Covid 19 do?

• Likely to be less –
• Tourists
• Seasonal Worker Programs

• Potentially more –
• Unemployed people looking for work
• Worker hygiene challenges



Ponding Points

• Focus on continuous improvement

• Plan, systemize, monitor, manage

• Focus on short and long term improvement -

• The right job – Perfection

• The right price – Production

• The right – People

Labour
Summary



Future 
Technology



How will this 
all come 
together to 
make Future 
Orchard 
2040?

• Plant health Flower & fruit numbers

• Tree stress & ripening Soil & biology

• Pest & disease Productivity

Sensing

• Enable timely & accurate decisions Decision models

• Easier & faster to understand Workforce planning

Data Management

• Picking & grading Pruning

• Precision spraying Weed management

• Carriers of sensors (drones, tractors, ATV’s)

• Enhance labour performance -VR

Automation

• Economic orchard design Suitability to labour 

• Productive & profitable Sustainable

Design



Technology Summary

• For new technology to be correctly adopted into an orchard business 
it needs to be –

• Commercially available

• Cost effective

• Able to create decisions or actionable outcomes

• Focused on efficiency and effectiveness

• Adaptable to the orchard system

• Something that will work for the orchard team

• Able to add value to the business



Targeting future Excellence.

What?

Local/Global

Integrated 
systems

Zero waste

Taste & nutrition

How?

Implement 
Technology 
& innovation

Find Solutions 

Learn & apply

Why?

Health

Social

Sustainability

Its about policy, public demand & industry leadership



Technology summary

• For new technology to be correctly adopted into an orchard business it needs to 
be –

• Commercially available

• Cost effective

• Able to create decisions or actionable outcomes

• Focused on efficiency and effectiveness

• Adaptable to the orchard system

• Something that will work for the orchard team

• Able to add value to the business

The best orchards target excellence

• Businesses focused on quality, climate, orchard and labour needs. Continuous 
improvement ideas and technologies create a culture of targeted excellence.

Thank You


